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Abstract: Various approaches and technologies have been developed to better analyze and improve various construction 
operations, hence reducing delay and rising costs. Simulation models are commonly used in construction management to deal 
with issues such as project planning and control, scheduling, cash flow management, and resource management. Students 
involved in the architecture, engineering and construction disciplines are often faced with the challenge of visualizing and 
understanding the complex spatial and temporal relationships involved in designing three-dimensional structures.Researchers 
have implemented simulation concepts for the design and analysis of construction operations over the past two decades.A 
number of simulation models have been created mostly following CYCLONE methodology but the successes remain confined to 
academic and research environments. It is the purpose of this study to better understand the simulation processes. 
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1.Introduction  

Simulation is described within the literature as "the manner of making a version of a actual machine and undertaking 
experiments with it for the motive of both expertise the machine's conduct or comparing diverse strategies (within the 
limits imposed through a criterion or set of criteria) for the systems operation" (Shanon, 1975). 

Simulation is used to assume how the development technique will carry out in terms of process flow and useful resource 
allocation (Oloufa, 1993). Because construction projects often include a variety of processes and resources. These 
procedures and resources are all interconnected, and inefficiency in any of them will have an impact on the whole 
construction operation's performance. In that case, simulation can be a valuable tool to utilize in project planning. 
Although simulation does not provide optimum solutions for a particular system on its own but it can be helpful for 
evaluating and comparing the performance of several construction techniques so that the best one may be chosen. In 
addition to this, simulation takes a long time develop but once develop can provide answer to lot many question related to 
construction of many structure/s. Mathematical techniques must be utilized to get optimum solutions (Oloufa, 1993).  

Simulation may be used by construction project planners to forecast the performance of construction activities. Simulation 
may be used to examine resource allocation, site design, and productivity, to name a few topics (Halpin and Martinez, 
1999). However, construction process simulation is not yet extensively utilized in the construction. For a variety of 
reasons, the construction sector is hesitant to use this technology. Typically, construction contractors operate instinctively 
based on previous experience with comparable projects and circumstances, and they reject to utilize simulation software 
since it limits their ability to handle issues using their own expertise and experience (Halpin and Martinez, 1999). Despite 
its many benefits, simulation in the construction sector is still uncommon. McCahill and Bernold (1993) claim that 
construction managers may utilize simulation in the field if a few requirements are met. To begin, the simulation system 
must be adaptable enough to reflect site circumstances and resource availability as closely as feasible. Second, the 
simulation system must be able to respond quickly yet readily to changes in site circumstances and resource availability 
experienced on the worksite. It's also important that the simulation system be simple for non-technical staff to use and 
provide data they can comprehend. 

2.Simulation software 

For modelling building processes, a variety of simulation software packages are available. The subsequent paragraphs will 
showcase a couple of these simulation tools. In general, there are two types of simulation modelling systems: general 
purpose simulation systems and specific purpose simulation systems. General-purpose simulation tools cover a wide 
range of applications and may be used to simulate a variety of building processes. CYCLONE, RESQUE, COOPS, CIPROS, 
STROBOSCOPE, and DISCO are examples of general-purpose simulation systems. Special purpose simulation models, on 
the other hand, are developed for particular construction activities and target a limited domain, such as tunnelling 
construction. SIMPHONY is an instance of a simulation device with a selected motive. Special motive simulation equipment 
might also additionally meet the requirement for a device this is correct whilst additionally lowering the quantity of 
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complexity related to trendy motive simulation programs. General-motive simulation software are very versatile, even 
though they do require a excessive stage of abstraction. Developing a particular purpose simulation tool for a certain 
industrial sector, on the other hand, was shown to be more successful (AbouRizk and Hajjar, 1998). Special purpose 
simulation is defined by AbouRizk and Hajjar (1998) as “A computer-primarily based totally surroundings constructed to 
permit a practitioner who's informed in a given domain, however now no longer always in simulation, to version a venture 
inside that domain in a way wherein symbolic representations, navigation schemes in the framework, advent of version 
specifications, and reporting are finished in a layout local to the domain itself”. 

Following that, the emphasis will be on the EZstrobe simulation program. EZstrobe is chosen as a simulation tool in this 
review for two reasons. The software is loose to apply for educational functions and can be downloaded from the website 
(www.ezstrobe.com). It is likewise a easy to analyze device this is extraordinary as a primary simulation tool, capable 
modelling complex conditions with little effort.  

EZstrobe 

EZStrobe is a building simulation software. Because it is domain agnostic, however, it may also be used to represent other 
kinds of systems. The Three-Phase Activity Scanning paradigm is used by EZstrobe, which is based on Activity Cycle 
Diagram principles. It was created to meet the need for a simple and easy-to-use tool capable of quickly modelling 
complicated issues (Martinez, 2001).  

The EZstrobe model depicts the different activities and resources that occur throughout a building project. The activities, 
the conditions under which the activities may occur, and the results of the activities after they are completed are the three 
major elements that the model focuses on. Diagrams of activity cycles are used to illustrate the models (ACD). ACDs are 
networks of circles and squares that indicate idle resources, activities, and the order in which they occur. Rectangles, 
circles, and lines may be seen in the models; rectangles indicate activities, circles represent idle resources, and lines reflect 
resource movement. All activity start-up requirements and results in EZstrobe models are expressed in terms of resource 
quantities (Martinez, 2001). 

EZstrobe includes the subsequent fundamental modelling elements (Martinez, 2001): • Queue: a named detail that holds 
idle assets. • Conditional Activity (Combi): a named detail representing obligations which can begin whilst the Queues' 
assets are enough to address the task. A Combi is made from of the activity's name, a concern number, and a formula for 
calculating the activity's duration.  

Bound Activity: A named detail representing responsibilities which could start while the Queues' assets are enough to deal 
with the task.  

Fork: A probabilistic routing element. The Fork selects one of its successors after a previous action is completed. 

Draw Link: Attaches a conditional task to a waiting list. A Draw Link defines the conditions for the successor to start in 
phrases of the Queue it's far related to. It also defines how many resources will be taken from the Queues each time the 
activity is started. 

Release Link: Allows you to link an Activity to anything except a Conditional Activity. The Release link indicates how much 
resource will be freed up each time an instance of the previous Activity completes. 

Branch Link: Except for a Conditional Activity, links an Activity to any other node in the network.. 

A graphical representation of the basics of simulation EZstrobe is shown in figure 1 
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Fig 1 : basics of simulation EZstrobe 

Using simulation, researchers may compile statistical data on the real-world system under study (Martinez, 2001). 
EZstrobe offers a variety of useful statistics about queues and other relevant actions. For example, EZstrobe keeps track of 
the entire quantity of assets entered, the common ready time, the bottom content material and the very best content 
material. The information for every activity is also provided. One can also observe how many times an activity has been 
completed, how often times it's been started, the common duration, the standard deviation of the duration, and the 
minimal and most periods of the interest in this chart. The common time among consecutive starts, the standard deviation 
of the time among successive starts, and the minimal and most time among successive starts are all included as well as 
information on the process as a whole.  

Modelling big building processes may be extremely helpful using EZstrobe's capabilities. It is able to create multi-page 
models, parameterise input, configure output, and execute model animations for model verification (Martinez, 2001). 
Multi-page modelling is very helpful for simulating big processes. This function allows you to split the simulation model 
into various sections and examine each one individually. Dividing the simulation model into separate sections helps lowers 
the model's complexity by making it more ordered and therefore simpler to comprehend. Different activities and materials 
make up the simulation model. The values of the key variables have an impact on a system's performance. The model's 
parameters may be found and adjusted in a single location in EZstrobe to simplify testing and reduce errors due to 
inconsistent changes. It's crucial to double-check that the simulation model accurately represents the system once it's 
been created. Some mistakes may be discovered by running the model, while others may go unnoticed. The model may be 
debugged using EZstrobe by using model animation. The animator depicts the simulation's dynamic state as well as the 
events that occur throughout the simulation. This tool allows users to understand how EZstrobe modelling works by doing 
tests and seeing how the system responds. 

2.1 Methods 

Building simulation models 

Construction initiatives can be very complicated, inclusive of numerous techniques and resources, making it hard to create 
a practical and convincing simulation model (Law, 2006).Law (2006) has provided methods for constructing valid and 
believable simulation models in order to provide some organization in the process of creating such complicated models. 
Law's seven-step method consists of the following steps: 1. Formulation of the problem; 2. Collection of information and 
construction of an assumptions document; 3. Validation of those assumptions; 4. If valid, program the model; 5. Validation 
of programmed model; 6. If valid, design, conduct and analyze experiments; 7. Document and present the simulation .The 
seven-step process is shown graphically in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: A seven-step approach to perform a successful simulation study (Source: adapted from Law 2006). 

For modelling a particular industry, special purpose simulation tools are created. The different design phases in the 
creation of a special purpose simulation tool are described by Hajjar and AbouRizk (1996). Hajjar and AbouRizk (1996) 
differentiate the following design stages: "preliminary conceptual design," "interaction points," "simulation level design," 
"data structure design," "pre-processor design," and "post-processor design." 

3.Validating, Analyzing & Completion time 

Before making use of a simulation version, it is important to make certain that the simulation version efficaciously displays 
the real-world system and that the simulation consequences are a valid and acceptable version of the real-world system's 
performance. 

Oloufa (1993) proposed two methods for ensuring the simulation model's correctness, namely verification and validation. 
According to Oloufa (1993) validation is “the method of figuring out if the conceptual version is a correct illustration of the 
simulated system”. And verification is described as: “a method just like the debugging of traditional computer programs”. 
Beside the significance of validation, Law (2006) also discusses the significance of credibility regarding simulation models. 
Law (2006) defines credibility as “A simulation version and its effects have credibility if the decision-maker and different 
key project personnel accept them as correct”. 

There are many ways to ensure that a simulation technique is legitimate. Three techniques for verifying building 
simulation are presented by Shi (2001).These strategies can be used to confirm that the simulation is administered 
properly. The first technique offers a simulation test in chronological order, permitting the user to investigate the model's 
operating sequence. The procedures have to start in the precise order and on the right times. This may be done, for 
example, by looking at a tracing report that lists all of the actions. The second technique is to examine the simulation 
output data, inclusive of the operational counts and average time of the activities, to look whether or not they're being 
executed properly. It's crucial, for example, to ensure that the connections between activities and resources are properly 
specified and that the resources are distributed to the appropriate places. The third technique generates a cyclic report for 
a chosen resource entity, allowing you to check whether it is moving in the proper and chronological sequence throughout 
simulation. The life cycle of each entity must be tracked in the simulation model in order to evaluate the operational cycles 
of resource entities. A cyclic report for a resource entity summarizes all of the actions that the entity performed 
throughout the simulation in chronological sequence. 
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Sensitivity analysis of simulation models 

Managers are constantly seeking to verify the impact in their alternatives at the present day circumstance of the 
production system and the output it produces. They need to recognize what's going to show up if one of the controllable 
control variables' setting is altered. The capability to look at the machine and compare its traits and records may also offer 
sparkling statistics and warn the want for a machine redesign (Halpin and Riggs, 1992). 

Kleijnen (1995) defines sensitivity analysis as " the systematic examination of the simulation replies' reaction to highly 
inflated model input values or dramatically shifted model structural parameters." Sensitivity evaluation is used to get 
precise statistics from the model. In maximum simulation studies, the ‘What if' is crucial: what takes place if the analysts 
adjust the simulation model's parameters, enter variables, or modules? The simulated inputs and outputs are examined, 
and the consequences of the aspect are calculated primarily based totally in this enter and output behaviour (Kleijnen, 
1995). Sensitivity evaluation is completed through choosing an important element and changing its value even as the 
alternative variables continue to be constant. This permits you to discover which variables have a full-size impact at the 
simulation model's normal performance. Despite the reality that sensitivity evaluation is used in constructing projects, it 
has some full-size drawbacks (Wang and Halpin, 2004). A large number of runs are required to get an accurate estimate of 
the impacts. It's also impossible to predict how different variables interact. The results drawn from this kind of study are 
not universal, and it may overlook optimum factor configurations.  

Project completion time 

Ahuja and Nandakumar (1985) created a computer model  simulation version to  simulate the expected occurance of 
uncertainity variables.  

It was claimed that performing an analysis to identify the variance in activity durations caused by dynamic factors may 
improve the reliability of project forecasting. To get more accurate project length predictions, a simulation version which 
can reflect the predicted incidence of the uncertainty variable, compare and quantify its effect, and make use of this 
understanding to estimate the work period can be created.(Ahuja and Nandakumar, 1985). 

 The influence of uncertainty factors on the accuracy of activity duration estimates, project completion predictions, and the 
efficacy of corrective actions are all dependent on their inclusion (Ahuja and Nandakumar, 1985). The main factors 
influencing activity duration were determined via a literature search and field experience. The major sources of 
uncertainty include: 

• Learning curve: productiveness will increase with experience and practice; 

• Weather conditions;  

• Crew absenteeism; 

• Space congestion;  

• Regulatory requirements;  

• Design modifications and rework;  

• Economic interest level; 

• Labour unrest;  

• Specific uncertainty variables.  

Historical data must be utilized to evaluate the effect of these factors on activity durations and to replicate the project 
environment. To achieve more accurate project completion predictions, a computer model called PRODUF was created to 
simulate the effect of the unknown factors and include their combined impact in activity duration estimations.(Ahuja and 
Nandakumar, 1985).. 
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5. Conclusions 

Simulation is promising area that has the potential of providing answers to many questions that have remained 
unanswered in the construction discipline. Based on preliminary experimentation it seems that Simulation combined with 
the traditional discrete event approach will provide added flexibility in modelling of complex construction systems. It 
provides the basis for further research and education into such areas as the study of emergent behaviour of a construction 
project, proactive study of implications of human factors on issues such as a construction site safety and construction 
supply chain, creation of a germinal research and education community that participates in the creation of IT-based 
research and educational initiatives for the construction industry, the training of construction work force, and a broader 
integration of people in construction, regardless of gender or stature.  It helps visualize construction sequences & review 
site progress across project lifetime. 
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